BAD ROBOT
CLOCK SYSTEM
Mid-Century Clock System in a High-Tech Setting
by J. Alan Bloore (CA)
or a clock collector to hang a few clocks in
a building is nothing out of the ordinary.
However, for building designers or architects,
who are not clock collectors, to specify that
a warehouse being refurbished and modernized be ﬁtted with a circa 1950s clock system is
something remarkable. This was the situation
in the renovation of a building that housed a
carpet-cleaning establishment in Santa Monica, CA. The goal was to transform the building
into an ultrahigh-tech, state-of-the-art entertainment complex home of Bad Robot Production Company (Figure 1). Bad Robot produced
the TV series Alias, Fringe, Six Degrees, and Lost,
among others, and last year released the feature
ﬁlm Star Trek.
The clock system installation saga began
with a Google search for information on The
Standard Electric Time Company by building
co-designer Andy Waisler. To start the clock
project he purchased several Standard Electric
Time Company secondary (slave) clocks from
the ’50s and ’60s on eBay. Andy has a keen
sense of style and thought that the simple and
elegant design of these clocks would blend perfectly with the industrial look of the future
home of the company. Email is amazing and
fascinating, for one can ask a question of another as though they are standing next to each
other when geographically they may be across
a continent. Andy’s Google search started in
Wilbraham, MA, with a question to Standard
Electric Time expert Jeff Wood about help with
a clock system installation on the West Coast.
This request was forwarded to electrical wizard
and Standard Electric Time expert Curt Wood
in the northern California city of Martinez.
The next email to Curt Wood contained even
more speciﬁc information about the location
of the project in Santa Monica, CA, and the
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email was forwarded to me. It turns out that
I live about two miles from the building being
renovated.
Andy and I met to discuss his concept for
the clock system. It was to be built around a
1950s metal-cased Standard Electric Time master clock and would include seven or eight
minute impulse secondary clocks. He thought
the design of the clocks would complement
the retro look the new owners had in mind.
This clock system is going to share space with
the latest in computers, 3D rapid prototypers,
printers, scanners, video and audio recorders,
and complex editing equipment. Both Andy
and President J. J. Abrams fondly remembered
the minute hand on the classroom clock moving backward slightly and then advancing to
the next minute. A member of the staff added,
“There is something comforting about the certainty and predictability of the clock moving
forward each minute. And of course the anticipation: we couldn’t wait for the clock to reach
the time to be dismissed.”
Figure 1. Bad Robot Productions. Carpet-drying
tower on left is now a screening room.
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Figure 2. Catalog image of Type AR-2 No.
3624 master clock system.
The master clock that Andy envisioned is
a Standard Electric Type AR-2 master clock
with a minute impulse to advance 24-volt
DC secondary clocks (Figure 2). The secondary clocks are Type AR-2 minute impulse clocks and are to be a combination
of both square dial clocks and round dial
clocks (Figures 3 and 4).
We started discussions about the clock
system in December 2007, but the building
was not expected to be ready for occupancy
until the fall of 2009. The secondary clocks
that Andy had procured needed to be tested. I was able to cannibalize enough parts
to get eight clocks together and test run in
my shop for several weeks (Figure 5). After
testing, the clocks were put away until the
system was installed. The system was up
and running in October of 2009.

Figure 3. Catalog images of round and double dial secondary clocks.

Figure 4. Catalog image of square secondary clocks.
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Figure 5. Bench testing secondary clocks.

Figure 7. Round 12-inch dial secondary clock outside
screening room.

Figure 6. Master clock installation in the
hallway as set up for an afternoon concert.
The master clock is mounted on a prominent wall
along a spacious high trafﬁc corridor (Figure 6). It is
intended to be in full view and not hidden in a utility room.
The secondary clocks are to be interspersed
throughout the wide open complex with a secondary clock visible from most locations. These clocks
are installed in very large rooms, so they will serve
as accents and are not intended to be a focal point
of a room. Clock collectors often use their clocks as
important decorative items and place them in dominant positions. This clock system is designed to add
to the overall comfortable feeling of a large, open,
airy, friendly, and creative environment (Figures 7, 8,
and 9). One of these clocks in a classroom can be a
dominant item, but here the clocks just add to the
overall ambiance of the workplace.
Figure 9. Square 12-inch dial secondary clock in conference room.

Figure 8. Square 12-inch dial secondary
clock in art room.
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Figure 10, far left.
Bad Robot System
Standard Electric Time Co.
Type AR-2 Model 3624
master clock.
Figure 11, left.
Synchronous Motor
master clock AR-2
mechanism.

The master clock was made by the Standard Electric
Time Company and is a model AR 2A (Figure 10). This
case design was ﬁrst introduced in the 1950s. The master clock operates on 110 volts AC and is equipped with
a transformer and rectiﬁer to supply 24 volts DC to the
secondary clocks.
The synchronous motor of the master clock not only
runs the clock mechanism but also turns a cam that activates a relay every minute (Figure 11). The relay is the
switch that completes the secondary clock circuit every
minute and sends the 24-volt DC impulse to each remotely connected secondary or slave clock. This advances the
minute hand of each secondary clock one minute. The
duration of the electrical impulse from the master movement on this system lasts approximately one second. The
master clock is also designed to ring classroom bells on a
user programmable schedule, but this function has not
been included in this installation.
The secondary clocks have minute impulse AR2 movements. These secondary clocks are capable of being corrected automatically if they become unsynchronized, but
it was thought that this system might add unnecessary
complexity to the system. The secondary clock movement is relatively simple and very reliable (Figure 12). The
secondary movement is not a complete clock works but
essentially a set of motion works on the center ratchet
wheel. The minute impulse is a combination of both electrical and mechanical action. The mechanical impulse is
initiated electrically as the coils of the secondary clock
are energized, creating a magnetic force each minute by
the master clock. The magnet attracts the armature to
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Figure 12. AR2 Standard Electric Time Co. secondary
movement.
the coils and begins the mechanical portion of the impulse. This pulls the driving pawl back one tooth. About
one second later the electrical current stops. A spring attached to the armature forces the driving pawl forward as
the armature returns to its original position. The ratchet
wheel now has carried the hands forward one minute.
This entire process takes place one time each minute.
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Figure 14. Data room computers opposite clock system.

Figure 13. Terminals for wires from secondary clocks to the
switchboard and then to the master clock. The secondary
clock is to monitor the system.
Assembling the various components for the clock system was the easy part. Deciding where the clocks would
be located was fun, but next we had to decide how to connect everything together. The master clock is mounted
on a corridor wall and a separate 120-volt AC circuit was
required to power the clock. The secondary clocks are all
connected into the system with separate wires running
from each individual clock to a switchboard terminal in
the data room. The custom switchboard was constructed
for the system by Curt Wood. From the switchboard, the
secondary clocks are connected to the master clock (Figure 13). By design, the wall on which the master clock
is mounted just happens to back up to the data room
location of the switchboard. The clock wiring is low voltage, and the electricians decided to use two pair 16-gauge
wire. Here comes the melding of old technology with
new. The simple little wires from the clocks run in fancy
recessed channels in the ﬂoors, sharing space with enormous cables that are networking ultrafast computers.
These recessed channels and some very large overhead
conduit runs all lead to the data room. The computers all
rest on special racks and are connected with what looks
like miles of cable. The lowly little clock system is provided with more than adequate wall space in the same
hermetically controlled and secure environment as the
fancy state of the art computers and communication
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Figure 15. Standard Electric Time Co. secondary clock
Model FMT-SQ-12-AR2.

systems (Figure 14). The wiring for the relatively simple
clock system was included in the myriad of ultracomplex
electrical plans that are necessary to construct and equip
a state of the art production facility. The humorous part
is that this clock system was the only part of the project
that the electricians had any trepidation about.
Each secondary clock and clock location was carefully
selected by Andy. He selected ﬁve brushed aluminum,
square case 12-inch dial clocks (Figure 15) and one round
aluminum, 12-inch dial clock. Each clock was placed
high up on a wall in a very visible location. These clocks
are ﬂush mounted, meaning the clock mechanism is recessed into the wall and the thin clock almost appears to
be part of the wall. Flush mount clocks require special recessed electrical mounting boxes that are available from
American Time and Signal Company.
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Figure 16. Standard Electric Time Co. double dial secondary
Model DM-12-AR2.
A round aluminum double dial secondary clock was
strategically placed between the reception area and an
outdoor patio, just opposite the kitchen and dining area
for maximum exposure (Figure 16). This clock is mounted on the wall backing up to a conventional electrical
box.
Figure 17. Author (right) and designer Andy Waisler under
the double dial secondary clock

Secondary clocks can gain or lose a minute periodically, and since we decided against activating the not always
reliable self-correcting function with this system, we
thought it would be prudent to have a manual override
switch for each of the secondary clocks. This essentially
is a switchboard with a run/off/advance position for each
secondary clock in the system. In the advance position
any or all of the clocks can be advanced one minute for
each push of the button. In the off position any or all
of the clocks can be turned off, and in the run position
the clocks are being controlled by the master clock. The
clocks are always set in the run position unless a correction needs to be made.
When Andy contacted me about this project, my
ﬁrst thought was a young person interested in old clocks
sounds great to me. Most people who were in school
through the ’50s, ’60s, and ’70s remember the clock clicking and jumping ahead one minute at a time. This clock
system represents one of the best clock systems available
at that time. As it turns out J. J. and Andy are both interested in state-of-the-art technologies from different
periods. There is a complete 1900-era printing press and
print shop at the production complex. A ’60s coin-operated plastic molding machine that makes toy robots for
visitors. There are collections of old mechanical toys, and
to top it off, there is a vast collection of toy robots.
“Many of the people that work here are not old enough
to have ever seen a clock like these in a classroom, let
alone a complete synchronized clock system like this, but
to a person they all think the clocks are pretty cool,” says
Andy. He overheard someone saying, “they really are getting used to just looking up at the clock on the wall to see
what time it is and not having to pick up their cell phone
to check the time.”
I was happy to help bring this project to fruition and
certainly am encouraged to see an interest in preserving
and using these old clocks by younger generations.
I think if the clocks here could talk, they probably
would say, “We have done good in our next life.”
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